Adthough much remains to be done in control theory, it has already developed a significant body of knowledge, composed of models and identification and optimization methods. This knowledge is often very sophisticated and, when applied to relatively rapid and complex industrial operations and design, it may require substantial engineering support. While operations can already be performed by computers, design remains largely a human domain where trial and error, experience and intuition come into play.
Control system design needs
A glance at computing systems and process control applications reveals a significant reduction of the hardware cost-to-function ratio, leading to a much broader range of applications than imaginable 20 years ago. This trend is expected to hold during the eighties, due to higher scales of integration of electronic components. The resulting'sophistication of the applications and the increased complexity of their control algorithms turn software, which includes system analysis, engineering, programming, and testing, into the most expensive item of a control system and often a significant part of the overall investment in an industrial plant.
Unfortunately, one cannot consider software production without thinking about software errors, which stem from several causes. To start with, the customer who orders a software system may not know precisely what he wants. When discussing his ambiguous, incomplete, and sometimes contradictory specifications with the supplier, both customer and supplier may make diverging assumptions, thinking that they understand one another. The supplier then proceeds to introduce his own errors through internal communication problems within his staff and through the very nature of computer programming.
The fault does not lie entirely with the people involved. The culprits are the traditional means for specification and development. Free-syntax, informal specifications are clearly inadequate to define software and lead to unforeseeable costs, delays, and often unsatisfactory results. It follows that practical formalisms and software production tools and controls are needed. Some have already been introduced. The existing efforts and their contexts merit consideration.
Control and software engineering A control system, or process, can be divided into the controller and the controlled plant, as shown in Figure 1 . A control design job can be broadly defined as specifying and implementing the functions that drive the inputs so that a plant performs a specified process. Design can be broken down into two successive, but often overlapping tasks-control engineering and software engineering-as illustrated in Figure 2 .
Given a plant and the process that it is expected to perform-the requirements specifications-control engineering establishes the functions of the controller. CE is supported by control and automata theories. A significant part of its task is performed during the user-designer interaction at the beginning of the project. It is straightforward when applied, for instance, to monovariable, constant-parameter, linear systems, where a satisfactory feedback can be quite easily established from the given plant transfer function and from the overall process-time and frequency-domain requirements. Unfortunately, most real processes are not so simple, and besides their mathematical complexity, the uncertainty of the incompleteness and inconsistency of the process specifications become sources of difficulty. Although such problems are typical of control engineering, tools borrowed from software engineering usually assist in structuring, consistency checking, and providing documentation facilities to solve them.
Software engineering, or more precisely control software engineering, implements the specified control function as an executable computer program, accommodating such criteria as safety, readability, and flexibility. While control software engineering tools may help in stating the function of the software to be generated, they generally provide only very broad guidelines-structural rather than functional-for the actual design of the software specifications from process requirements. These systerms are based on graphical and/or textual specification formalisms.*
Controller design of industrial processes
The function of a development svstem is determined largely by the different aspects sequential and continuous presented by industrial processes. An industrial process, tor instance, is composed of concurrent sets of sequential activities, each corresponding to a transformation on one or more of the attributes of the objects it acts upon. Each activity ssithin the process can be defined by the range of attribute values acceptable for its incoming and outgoing objects. When these objects are observed from the outside, an activity is a step among others performed before, concurrently, or afterwards. But when an activity is conisidered intrinsically, it is always continuous and controlled by conitinuous control algorithms, which may be interpreted continuously or sampled for computer colntrol.
The aspect that carries the most complex component of a process or its main function determines whether a process is considered sequential or continuous. A paper pulp production process, for instance, is generally regarded as continuous. It The irnain formalismis derised trom tinite automata are * state graphs, generally used in ss itchinL) applications8 9;
* finite interpreted Petri-nets,]() which faLcilitate the specification ot parallel actisities; they are used as theoretical models for the process specificationi arrd control language Grafcet I t; and * LL (1) grammars, used for t he speciflication of the process behasior. 12 The grammar that specifies a process cani be translated by a grammar transformer into a control prograrim. Process specification grammars are rarely used, possibly' because they require a bulky grammar transformer. Still the concept is elegant and may become of practical interest with the increase of computing power.
When applied to the sequential aspects of an industrial process, the operation of a control software specification and development system can be expressed by the following steps:
(1) Specify the controlled plant: generally, the plant is defined by the physical transformations it is expected to perform. (2) Specify the process-the sequence in which these transformations should occur-and their parameters.
(3) From the specifications, derive the controller function and the corresponding software analytically.
Besides the automatic derivation of the controller, these formalisms allow the verification of aspects of interest, such as the boundedness and deadlock potential provided by analysis packages like Ovide. 13 The overlapping control engineering and software engineering tasks can be automatically performed by the development system, as shown in Figure 2 .
COMPUTER ,'. ,IC III,.
Continuous aspects of industrial processes are often difficult to represent accurately because of the quantity and resolution of the variables involved. Their behavior is affected by noises and other environmental disturbances. This complexity can be partially handled by adaptive control concepts and techniques, but as a whole, the automatic derivation of continuous control algorithms in practical applications is still very limited. As a consequence, the control engineering of continuous processes remains largely an iterative process, in which successive simulations and human interaction combine to yield satisfactory results. Development systems are used mainly to provide documentation and simulation support to the designer. And once the control function has been established, it is the task of software engineering to support the implementation by means of programming languages that allow the control function to be specified with a syntax related as nearly as possible to the nature of the application (Figure 2 ).
Over the long term, significant advances can be expected. One contribution will certainly come from the development of software engineering. Another, which is more significant from the control point of view, originates in the development of better process models and artificial intelligence. In the early nineties, fifth-generation computers are expected to provide the computing power necessary to develop expert systems-sophisticated programs and interpreters with predicate calculus and learning capacity. One of the most important results of this development will be an explanation of why designs are as they are; it will clarify a discipline that is now hidden behind largely intuitive and/or empirical decisions.
According to reports about present experimental systems, 14 control design expert systems will operate along the following lines: (I) A human "expert" team will introduce and improve technology by developing mathematical, physical, chemical, economic, and ergonomical rules, as well as application-oriented process and control models and rules. (2) With the assistance of an application-oriented dialog, users will introduce environment information, such as raw materials, human resources and equipment availability, and cost, in addition to requirements specifications that state desirable features, acceptable ranges of process, and plant variables.
(3) Users will extract controller specification and software and process simulation data from applicationoriented dialogs.
(4) The systems' learning capacity will improve the quality of results and knowledge introduced in (1), by analyzing data provided by operating plants. Present-day computer-aided specification and design tools already emulate particular classes of applications of these "true" expert systems. The pressing need for faster design of more dependable software, together with the computing resources now at our disposal, prornise a rich and stimulating field of software research for the next 10 to 20 years. N
